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December 10, 2015 
 
Township of Langley 
20338 - 65 Avenue 
Langley, BC  V2Y 3J1 
 
Attention: Mr. Russell Nelson 
  Senior Long Range Planner 
 
Mr Nelson, 
 
RE: WILLIAMS NEIGHBOURHOOD, LANGLEY 
 WATERCOURSE MAPPING UPDATES 
 
The following correspondence comprises an overview of methods and findings for general field 
surveys of the network of wetted features and drainages within the Williams Neighbourhood.  
The intent of the study was to update existing Township of Langley (Township) watercourse 
classification mapping to inform future Township development planning decisions within the 
context of accurate fish habitat locations and designations. 
 
 
Overview 
 
The Township encompasses a vast network of fish-bearing watercourses and wetted features, as 
well as non-fish bearing drainages that may nevertheless confer benefits to fish habitat through 
nutrient inputs and streamflow regulation.  The Township’s online mapping system currently 
includes a fish classification system comprising the following categories: 
 

Fish Bearing – Class ‘A’ 
 

• Class ‘A’ – Red Inhabited year round or has the potential for year round fish 
presence upon reasonable means of access enhancements 
 

• Class ‘A(OD)’ -  Orange Watercourses with intermittent water supply. May dry up in 
summer months, inhabited by (or potentially inhabited by) 
fish during over-wintering period when base flows are re-
established  

• Class ‘A(OW)’ – Magenta Watercourses with fish presence year round.  Utilized 
primarily by salmonids during the overwintering period.  In 
general, summer usage is restricted by high temperatures 
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and/or low dissolved oxygen levels.  Non-salmonid species 
are generally present year round 

 
Non – Fish Bearing – Classes ‘B & C’ 
 
• Class ‘B’ – Yellow Significant source of food, nutrient or cool water supplies 

to downstream fish populations.  These watercourses have 
no documented fish presence or reasonable potential for 
fish presence 
 

• Class ‘C’ – Green Insignificant food/nutrient value.  No documented fish 
presence and no reasonable potential for fish presence.  
These watercourses dry up soon after rainfall 

 
Wetted features, including marshes, swamps, ponds and wetlands, are also mapped on the 
Township’s online mapping system.  
 
Study area boundaries and existing fish classifications are depicted as Attachment A.  Study 
areas are described below: 
 

• Plan A comprises the northern extent of the study area.  It occurs between 212 and 216 
Streets, and between 80th Avenue and 83 Avenue.  A small area between 83 Avenue and 
Highway 1, and 21305 to 21483 83 Avenue is also included.  Plan A does not include any 
fish-bearing watercourses but does encompass several Class ‘B’ and ‘C’ tributaries.  
These tributaries discharge generally north and east to Guy Creek, east of 216 St., a Class 
‘A’ watercourse.  The area is generally characterized by agricultural and rural single 
family properties. 
 

• Plan B comprises the southern extent of the study area.  Plan B occurs between 76 
Avenue to the south, and properties to the north of 78 Avenue, between 212 and 216 
Streets.  Plan B contains several ponds, and Class ‘B’ and ‘C’ tributaries.  These 
tributaries are generally constructed ditches that convey flows into the Township’s storm 
infrastructure, and an additional ravine comprising the upper extent of Guy Creek.   
 

The main watershed of the Williams Neighbourhood, Guy Creek (watershed code 100-038800-
28000), is conveyed generally eastward by its two branches.  These are confluent west of 
McMillan Park at Glover Road, where they flow into the Salmon River. 
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Methods 
 
Envirowest was retained by the Township to update their current watercourse mapping to ensure 
that the location and classification of watercourses and wetted features are accurately depicted.  
The detailed mapping of the Township’s drainages will allow for future development planning 
while protecting valuable fish habitat and water quality. 
 
Initially, a desktop overview of existing fish classifications was undertaken, and specific areas 
requiring closer field inspection were identified.  Field work was conducted over two (2) days 
(October 9 and 13, 2015), to assess drainages within 1 or 2 days following heavy rainfall.  7.8 
millimetres (mm) of rain had fallen within 48 hours preceding the October 9 assessment, as per 
the Yorkson rainfall gauge.  The Yorkson rainfall gauge occurs immediately north of the 209a 
St. and 84 Avenue intersection, northwest of the Williams study area.  14.2 mm of rain had fallen 
within the 48 hours preceding the October 13 assessment, with all rainfall occurring October 12.  
Properties contained within the study areas were walked, to confirm the existence, location, 
connectivity, and fish classification of currently mapped drainages, and to identify and classify 
unmapped drainages.  Presence/absence/duration of flows, flow direction, substrates, vegetation, 
and barriers to fish passage were noted.  Field observations were photo-documented.  Previously 
unmapped watercourses were plotted using GPS.  Detailed surveys of high water mark, top-of-
bank, and extent of water bodies and riparian vegetation were not carried out.  Detailed surveys 
of fish presence/absence through trapping or electrofishing was not conducted.  Water quality 
measurements were not taken.   
 
Fish classifications were generally assigned based upon presence/absence/duration of flows, 
water volume, potential for nutrient/temperature regulation provided by riparian cover, and 
connectivity to downstream watercourses.    Watercourses were assessed as Class ‘B’ if they 
sustain intermittent (i.e. seasonal) flows, had potential for addition of temperature regulation and 
nutrients (i.e. riparian canopy/shrub cover), and/or were conveyed to downstream fish habitat but 
were non-fish passable.  Class ‘C’ watercourses generally only sustain ephemeral flow (i.e. 
immediately following rainfall), lack riparian cover and do not provide any significant 
nutrient/shade value or flow contribution to downstream reaches.  
 
Updated fish classifications were mapped, complete with photographic documentation.  Updated 
maps are included as Attachment B, and depict approximate centre line locations of mapped 
drainages.     
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Results 
 
Assessments were conducted October 9 and 13, 2015.  Rainfall within the previous 48 hours was 
14.9 and 14.2 millimetres (mm), respectively. 
 
In addition to the general overview of updated classifications provided by Attachment B, 
reclassified and/or new watercourses are discussed in Table 1.  
 
Table 1.   Summary of Revised/New Classifications 
STUDY 
AREA 

CIVIC/LEGAL 
ADDRESS/LOCATION 

COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS/ 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Plan A 

21305 83 Avenue 
 

• Previously mapped Class ‘B’ channel no longer exists, 
storm drainage from the subdivision to the west were 
directed through stormwater infrastructure back into 
the Yorkson watershed. 

21266 82 Avenue • Previously unmapped swale along west property line, 
likely created by addition of fill to front lawn; likely 
intermittent flow, no nutrient value 

PID 009-702-709 • Unmapped Class ‘C’ ditch west of chicken farm at 
8163 216 St.; no significant vegetation, likely 
constructed as interceptor ditch for intermittent 
overland flow 

• Existing Class ‘C’ drainage at west property line 
begins further south than is shown on existing 
mapping; recommend ‘C’ classification for southern 
(upstream) extent, and upgrade north (downstream) 
reach to ‘B’; downstream reach likely sustains at least 
some seasonal ponding during the fall/winter; 
observed vegetation included cattail, sedge, and 
Scirpus sp. 

• Currently mapped drainage along east property line 
shows south Class ‘C’ and north (downstream) Class 
‘B’; recommend extending ‘C’ classification further 
north, up to connection with wet area to the east; wet 
area appears to be main source of flow for the 
channelized drainage 

8163 216 St. • Flow to the channel has been diverted through a 350 
millimetre diameter plastic pipe; the prexisting 
channel remains, and the pipe runs generally parallel 
to it; conversation with the previous owner indicates 
the pipe was installed by his father several decades 
ago, and flows through it are seasonal; the channel 
itself still receives flow during heavy rainfall.  No 
record on file of any Water Act approval or DFO 
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correspondence.  The 216 St. culvert currently 
presents a barrier to fish passage into the channel from 
downstream reaches of Guy Creek.  Should future 
upgrades to the 216 St. culvert and 
daylighting/enhancement of the channel west of 216 
St. occur, the channel could provide direct fish habitat. 

21477 80 Avenue • Previously unmapped ‘swamp’; appears to be low area 
that receives overland drainage from field to the east 
(21565 80 Avenue).  Recommend ‘B’ classification, 
appears to sustain at least seasonal moisture; observed 
wetland vegetation includes willow, Juncus sp., 
Scirpus sp., red-osier dogwood, skunk cabbage, 
salmonberry, willow weed, and hardhack; surface 
connectivity to channelized Class ‘B’ drainage to the 
west observed.  Old dock was observed at east extent 
of the ‘swamp’.  Neighbour informed us that the 
previous owners had dug a pond in the area many 
years before. 

Plan B 

21372 78 Avenue • The property contains a pond (currently mapped).  
Current mapping also shows a Class ‘B’ drainage 
upstream of the pond.  The drainage appears to have 
been filled in between 2005 and 2008 (based on old 
air photos), although an open water feature still exists.  
Recommend removing drainage, and add ‘B’ 
classification to the pond.  The pond is connected to 
the interceptor ditch to the south via two buried “Big-
O” pipes; the pipes were discharging at the time of 
inspection (October 13). 

• A Class ‘B’ interceptor ditch occurs along the south 
property line and drains east to 216 St.  An unmapped 
swale occurs west (upstream) of the “Big-O” pipes 
and should be classified as ‘C’. 

21377 7 Avenue • An unmapped drainage ditch has been dug at the north 
end of the property, likely to convey intermittent 
overland flow into the interceptor ditch.  Recommend 
‘C’ classification 

21426 78 Avenue • Roof drainage discharges to the interceptor ditch at the 
south end of the property via drain tile (along the west 
property line) and approximately 5 m of an unmapped 
ditch; recommend Class ‘C’ 

21562 78 Avenue • Roof drainage discharges to the interceptor ditch at the 
south end of the property via drain tile (along the west 
property line).  A swale overtop of the drain tile is 
currently Classified as ‘B’.  Given that the majority of 
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flows are likely captured by the drain tile, overland 
flow in the swale would likely be minimal and 
ephemeral.  A downgrade to ‘C’ is recommended. 

• An unmapped swale extends along the east property 
line, from the house south to the interceptor ditch; 
flows are likely ephemeral.  A ‘C’ classification is 
recommended 

• The pond did not have any visible surface connection 
to downstream drainages but a drainage pipe to the 
interceptor ditch is likely to exist (not confirmed), thus 
we have classified as ‘B’. 

21584 78 Avenue • A previously unmapped, small constructed landscape 
pond occurs at the back of the residence, no 
connectivity to any drainage was observed. 

21445 76 Avenue • Alignment for Class ‘B’ ravine was corrected.  Visible 
flows within the ravine were not observed, however, 
minimal trickle observed downstream of 76 Avenue.  
The new owner has not observed any flow within the 
channel, even during or immediately following heavy 
rainfall.  The ravine was likely historically part of the 
Guy Creek drainage. 
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Please contact the undersigned at gibson@envirowest.ca or 604-944-0502 should you have 
comments or questions regarding this correspondence. 
 
Sincerely, 
ENVIROWEST CONSULTANTS INC. 
 
 
 
Christie Gibson, BIT 
Project Biologist 
 
CWG 
 
Reviewed by, 
 
 
 
Ian Whyte, P.Ag. 
Director 
 
IWW 
 
Attach.



 

ATTACHMENT A 
  Study Boundaries and Existing Fish Classifications 

  



 

 



 

 ATTACHMENT B 
 Proposed Fish Classifications 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  






